Monday 13th July
L.O. To read and spell tricky words

L.O. To recap spelling rules –augh and –ough

-augh and –ough can make the ‘aw / or / ore’ sound
Example words:
thought, caught, taught, fought, brought, bought, ought
Fill the gaps with the correct -augh / -ough words above:


I ________ the ball when it came near me.



The knights _________ a terrible battle.



You _________ to brush your teeth twice a day.



My friend ___________ me how to play the piano.



Yesterday, I _________ some sweets from the shop.



When my aunt came to visit, she ________ our cousin with her.



I ___________ it was cold outside but it was actually quite warm.

L.O. To use noun phrases

This week, our story is ‘The Magic Paintbrush’, which is a Chinese folk tale. When the boy,
Ma Liang, paints with the brush, the paintings come to life. Ma Liang uses his magic
paintings to help poor people, by painting a river to help their crops grow and food for a
hungry family. An evil, rich man takes the paintbrush from Ma Liang but the magic will not
work for him. The man kidnaps Ma Liang. He makes the boy paint him a golden mountain
where he can collect lots of riches but Ma Liang tricks him by painting a boat and a large
wave. The evil man is washed away by the wave and is never seen again.

Sort the adjectives below into which person or object they best describe.

paintbrush

man

mountain

wave

evil, magic, mean, valuable, wonderful, mysterious, large, powerful,
greedy, precious, dangerous, rich, crashing, golden

Now use your adjectives to create some noun phrases by filling in the gaps in the
sentences below.


In the morning, Ma Liang found a ______________, ______________ paintbrush on the
desk next to his bed.



A __________________, _________________ man wanted the paintbrush for himself
because he thought it would make him even more rich and powerful.



The rich man told Ma Liang he would set him free if he painted him a ___________,
_________ mountain where he could collect coins.



Quickly, the clever boy painted a _________________, _____________ wave.

L.O. To use the conjunction ‘if’

Let’s practise using the conjunction ‘if’. In the real story, the evil man promises to set Ma
Liang free if he paints him a golden mountain. What else might he ask for? Think of 3
different ideas using the sentence starter below:

I will set you free if you paint me............................
Example:
I will set you free if you paint me a treasure chest full of jewels.

